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Practical Machine Learning with Python Packt Publishing Ltd
Here's the Perfect Solution if You Want to Become the Master of
Data Science and Learn Phyton Step-by-Step Would you like to:
Learn a super competitive skill? Become irreplaceable in the
future job market? Upgrade yourself to the ultimate data whizz?
If so, then keep reading! Data science is one of the emerging
technologies that is set to radically transform the job market.
With applications in almost every industry, data science experts
will have no shortage of great job offers. But, the whole field
may seem a little intimidating if your background is not specific
to data science. This book is here to guide you through the field
of data science from the very beginning. You will learn the
fundamental skills and tools to support your learning process. If
you're a beginner, this is the book to help you easily understand
the basics of data science. To understand data science, you also
need a good understanding of how Python helps you design and
implement these projects. This guidebook is going to explain how
we can get all of this done. Here just a little preview of what
you'll find inside this book: A thorough and simple explanation
of data science and the way it works Basics of data science and
fundamental skills you need to get started Data science libraries
you need to learn to become a data whizz A blueprint for the most
used frameworks for Python data science How to process and
understand the data and design your own projects AND SO MUCH
MORE! Even if you're an absolute beginner with little programming
experience, you will find this book easy to follow and implement.
This guide is your first step towards a successful data science
career, so don't hesitate! Scroll Up, Click the "Buy Now with
1-Click", and Get Your Copy!
Basic Core Python Programming Manning Publications Company
This book follows a standard tutorial approach with approximately 750 code samples spread
through the 19 chapters. This amounts to over 5,900 lines of code that illustrate each
concept. This book is aimed at programmers who have already learned the basics of object-
oriented Python and need to write more sophisticated, flexible code that integrates
seamlessly with the rest of Python. This book assumes a computer science background, with
experience of common Python design patterns.

Mastering Python for Finance Packt Publishing Ltd
Introduces the programming language's syntax, control flow, and basic data structures and
covers its interaction with applications and mangement of large collections of code.
Implement advanced state-of-the-art financial statistical applications using Python, 2nd Edition
Packt Publishing Ltd
The one-stop resource for all your Python queries Powerful and flexible, Python is one of the
most popular programming languages in the world. It's got all the right stuff for the software
driving the cutting-edge of the development world—machine learning, robotics, artificial
intelligence, data science, etc. The good news is that it’s also pretty straightforward to learn, with
a simplified syntax, natural-language flow, and an amazingly supportive user community. The
latest edition of Python All-in-One For Dummies gives you an inside look at the exciting
possibilities offered in the Python world and provides a springboard to launch yourself into
wherever you want your coding career to take you. These 7 straightforward and friendly mini-
books assume the reader is a beginning programmer, and cover everything from the basic
elements of Python code to introductions to the specific applications where you'll use it. Intended
as a hands-on reference, the focus is on practice over theory, providing you with examples to
follow as well as code for you to copy and start modifying in the "real world"—helping you get up
and running in your area of interest almost right away. This means you'll be finishing off your
first app or building and remote-controlling your own robot much faster than you can believe.
Get a thorough grounding in the language basics Learn how the syntax is applied in high-profile
industries Apply Python to projects in enterprise Find out how Python can get you into hot
careers in AI, big data, and more Whether you're a newbie coder or just want to add Python to
your magic box of tricks, this is the perfect, practical introduction—and one you'll return to as you
grow your career.
The Ultimate and Complete Guide for Beginners to Master Data Science with Python Step By Step Apress
This book enables you to develop financial applications by harnessing Python’s strengths in data visualization,
interactive analytics, and scientific computing. You will be using popular libraries such as TensorFlow, Keras,
sklearn, and so on to extend the functionalities of your financial applications by using smart machine learning
techniques.
Build next-generation, self-learning models using reinforcement learning techniques and best practices Packt
Publishing Ltd
Harness the power of multiple computers using Python through this fast-paced informative guide About This
Book You'll learn to write data processing programs in Python that are highly available, reliable, and fault
tolerant Make use of Amazon Web Services along with Python to establish a powerful remote computation
system Train Python to handle data-intensive and resource hungry applications Who This Book Is For This book
is for Python developers who have developed Python programs for data processing and now want to learn how to
write fast, efficient programs that perform CPU-intensive data processing tasks. What You Will Learn Get an
introduction to parallel and distributed computing See synchronous and asynchronous programming Explore
parallelism in Python Distributed application with Celery Python in the Cloud Python on an HPC cluster Test
and debug distributed applications In Detail CPU-intensive data processing tasks have become crucial
considering the complexity of the various big data applications that are used today. Reducing the CPU utilization
per process is very important to improve the overall speed of applications. This book will teach you how to

perform parallel execution of computations by distributing them across multiple processors in a single machine,
thus improving the overall performance of a big data processing task. We will cover synchronous and
asynchronous models, shared memory and file systems, communication between various processes,
synchronization, and more. Style and Approach This example based, step-by-step guide will show you how to
make the best of your hardware configuration using Python for distributing applications.
Python Data Science John Wiley & Sons
★ 55% OFF for Bookstores! Now at $49.95 instead of $59.95! ★ Your Customers Will Never Stop To Use This
Complete Guide! Did you know that according to Harvard Business Review the Data Scientist is the sexiest job of
the 21st century? And for a reason! If "sexy" means having rare qualities that are much in demand, data scientists
are already there. They are expensive to hire and, given the very competitive market for their services, difficult to
retain. There simply aren't a lot of people with their combination of scientific background and computational and
analytical skills. Data Science is all about transforming data into business value using math and algorithms. And
needless to say, Python is the must-know programming language of the 21st century. If you are interested in
coding and Data Science, then you must know Python to succeed in these industries! Data Science for Beginners
is the perfect place to start learning everything you need to succeed. Contained within these four essential books
are the methods, concepts, and important practical examples to help build your foundation for excelling at the
discipline that is shaping the modern word. This bundle is perfect for programmers, software engineers, project
managers and those who just want to keep up with technology. With these books in your hands, you will: ●
Learn Python from scratch including the basic operations, how to install it, data structures and functions, and
conditional loops ● Build upon the fundamentals with advanced techniques like Object-Oriented Programming
(OOP), Inheritance, and Polymorphism ● Discover the importance of Data Science and how to use it in real-
world situations ● Learn the 5 steps of Data Analysis so you can comprehend and analyze data sitting right in
front of you ● Increase your income by learning a new, valuable skill that only a select handful of people take the
time to learn ● Discover how companies can improve their business through practical examples and
explanations ● And Much More! This bundle is essential for anyone who wants to study Data Science and learn
how the world is moving to an open-source platform. Whether you are a software engineer or a project manager,
jump to the next level by developing a data-driven approach and learning how to define a data-driven vision of
your business! Order Your Copy of the Bundle and Let Your Customers Start Their New Career Path Today!
Python 3 Object-oriented Programming Packt Publishing Ltd
Do you wonder what the fascination is around data these days? How do we obtain insights from
this data? Do you know what a data scientist does? What is artificial intelligence and machine
learning? Are these the same as data science? What does it take to become a data scientist? If you
have ever wondered about these questions, you have come to the right place!There are many
resources and courses online that you can use to learn more about data science, but with so much
information available, it can become overwhelming. One of the best ways to learn about data
science is to understand different machine learning concepts, statistics, and artificial intelligence
to help you design models to perform an analysis.This book has all the information you need to
learn what data science is, and what the prerequisites are to become a data scientist. If you're a
beginner or if you already have experience in data science, this book will have something for
you.In this book, you will: Learn what data science is about.Discover the difference between data
science and business intelligence.Explore the tools required for data science.Find out the
technical and non-technical skills every data scientist must have.Figure out how to create a
visualization of the data set with clear and easy examples.Get advice on developing a Predictive
Model Using R.Uncover detailed applications of data science.And much more!The book has
been structured with easy-to-understand sections to help you learn everything you need to know
about data science. In this book you will learn about the prerequisites of data science and the
skills you need to become a data scientist. So, what are you waiting for? Grab your copy of this
comprehensive guide now
Python Programming Generation Code
Learn the Python skills and culture you need to become a productive member of any Python project. About This
Book Taking a practical approach to studying Python A clear appreciation of the sequence-oriented parts of
Python Emphasis on the way in which Python code is structured Learn how to produce bug-free code by using
testing tools Who This Book Is For The Python Apprentice is for anyone who wants to start building, creating
and contributing towards a Python project. No previous knowledge of Python is required, although at least some
familiarity with programming in another language is helpful. What You Will Learn Learn the language of Python
itself Get a start on the Python standard library Learn how to integrate 3rd party libraries Develop libraries on
your own Become familiar with the basics of Python testing In Detail Experienced programmers want to know
how to enhance their craft and we want to help them start as apprentices with Python. We know that before
mastering Python you need to learn the culture and the tools to become a productive member of any Python
project. Our goal with this book is to give you a practical and thorough introduction to Python programming,
providing you with the insight and technical craftsmanship you need to be a productive member of any Python
project. Python is a big language, and it's not our intention with this book to cover everything there is to know.
We just want to make sure that you, as the developer, know the tools, basic idioms and of course the ins and outs
of the language, the standard library and other modules to be able to jump into most projects. Style and approach
We introduce topics gently and then revisit them on multiple occasions to add the depth required to support your
progression as a Python developer. We've worked hard to structure the syllabus to avoid forward references. On
only a few occasions do we require you to accept techniques on trust, before explaining them later; where we do,
it's to deliberately establish good habits.
Mastering Python for Data Science Dan Bader
Unleash the power of Python 3 objects About This Book Stop writing scripts and start
architecting programs Learn the latest Python syntax and libraries A practical, hands-on tutorial
that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python 3 Who
This Book Is For If you're new to object-oriented programming techniques, or if you have basic
Python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly apply object-oriented
programming in Python to design software, this is the book for you. What You Will Learn
Implement objects in Python by creating classes and defining methods Separate related objects
into a taxonomy of classes and describe the properties and behaviors of those objects via the class
interface Extend class functionality using inheritance Understand when to use object-oriented
features, and more importantly when not to use them Discover what design patterns are and why
they are different in Python Uncover the simplicity of unit testing and why it's so important in
Python Grasp common concurrency techniques and pitfalls in Python 3 Exploit object-oriented
programming in key Python technologies such as Kivy and Django. Object-oriented
programming concurrently with asyncio In Detail Python 3 is more versatile and easier to use
than ever. It runs on all major platforms in a huge array of use cases. Coding in Python
minimizes development time and increases productivity in comparison to other languages. Clean,
maintainable code is easy to both read and write using Python's clear, concise syntax. Object-
oriented programming is a popular design paradigm in which data and behaviors are
encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together. Many modern programming
languages utilize the powerful concepts behind object-oriented programming and Python is no
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exception. Starting with a detailed analysis of object-oriented analysis and design, you will use the
Python programming language to clearly grasp key concepts from the object-oriented paradigm.
This book fully explains classes, data encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, abstraction, and
exceptions with an emphasis on when you can use each principle to develop well-designed
software. You'll get an in-depth analysis of many common object-oriented design patterns that are
more suitable to Python's unique style. This book will not just teach Python syntax, but will also
build your confidence in how to program. You will also learn how to create maintainable
applications by studying higher level design patterns. Following this, you'll learn the complexities
of string and file manipulation, and how Python distinguishes between binary and textual data.
Not one, but two very powerful automated testing systems will be introduced in the book. After
you discover the joy of unit testing and just how easy it can be, you'll study higher level libraries
such as database connectors and GUI toolkits and learn how they uniquely apply object-oriented
principles. You'll learn how these principles will allow you to make greater use of key members of
the Python eco-system such as Django and Kivy. This new edition includes all the topics that
made Python 3 Object-oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. It's also packed with
updated content to reflect recent changes in the core Python library and covers modern third-
party packages that were not available on the Python 3 platform when the book was first
published. Style and approach Throughout the book you will learn key object-oriented
programming techniques demonstrated by comprehensive case studies in the context of a larger
project.
Packt Publishing Ltd
Welcome to Scientific Python and its community. If you’re a scientist who programs with Python, this practical
guide not only teaches you the fundamental parts of SciPy and libraries related to it, but also gives you a taste for
beautiful, easy-to-read code that you can use in practice. You’ll learn how to write elegant code that’s clear,
concise, and efficient at executing the task at hand. Throughout the book, you’ll work with examples from the
wider scientific Python ecosystem, using code that illustrates principles outlined in the book. Using actual
scientific data, you’ll work on real-world problems with SciPy, NumPy, Pandas, scikit-image, and other Python
libraries. Explore the NumPy array, the data structure that underlies numerical scientific computation Use
quantile normalization to ensure that measurements fit a specific distribution Represent separate regions in an
image with a Region Adjacency Graph Convert temporal or spatial data into frequency domain data with the
Fast Fourier Transform Solve sparse matrix problems, including image segmentations, with SciPy’s sparse
module Perform linear algebra by using SciPy packages Explore image alignment (registration) with SciPy’s
optimize module Process large datasets with Python data streaming primitives and the Toolz library
Python Packt Publishing Ltd
Master the world of Python and Machine Learning with this incredible 4-in-1 bundle. Are you interested
in becoming a Python pro?Do you want to learn more about the incredible world of machine learning,
and what it can do for you? Then keep reading. Created with the beginner in mind, this powerful bundle
delves into the fundamentals behind Python and Machine Learning, from basic code and mathematical
formulas to complex neural networks and ensemble modeling. Inside, you'll discover everything you
need to know to get started with Python and Machine Learning, and begin your journey to success! In
book one - MACHINE LEARNING FOR BEGINNERS, you'll learn: What is Artificial Intelligence
Really, and Why is it So Powerful? Choosing the Right Kind of Machine Learning Model for You An
Introduction to Statistics Reinforcement Learning and Ensemble Modeling "Random Forests" and
Decision Trees In book two - MACHINE LEARNING MATHEMATICS, you will: Learn the
Fundamental Concepts of Machine Learning Algorithms Understand The Four Fundamental Types of
Machine Learning Algorithm Master the Concept of "Statistical Learning" Learn Everything You Need
to Know about Neural Networks and Data Pipelines Master the Concept of "General Setting of
Learning" In book three - LEARNING PYTHON, you'll discover: How to Install, Run, and
Understand Python on Any Operating System A Comprehensive Introduction to Python Python Basics
and Writing Code Writing Loops, Conditional Statements, Exceptions and More Python Expressions
and The Beauty of Inheritances And in book four - PYTHON MACHINE LEARNING, you will:
Learn the Fundamentals of Machine Learning Master the Nuances of 12 of the Most Popular and
Widely-Used Machine Learning Algorithms Become Familiar with Data Science Technology Dive Into
the Functioning of Scikit-Learn Library and Develop Machine Learning Models Uncover the Secrets of
the Most Critical Aspect of Developing a Machine Learning Model - Data Pre-Processing and
Training/Testing Subsets Whether you're a complete beginner or a programmer looking to improve
your skillset, this bundle is your all-in-one solution to mastering the world of Python and Machine
Learning. So don't wait - it's never been easier to learn. Buy Now to Become a Master of Python and
Machine Learning Today!
Learning Python Design Patterns "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Master the art of digital forensics and analysis with Python About This Book Learn to perform forensic analysis
and investigations with the help of Python, and gain an advanced understanding of the various Python libraries
and frameworks Analyze Python scripts to extract metadata and investigate forensic artifacts The writers, Dr.
Michael Spreitzenbarth and Dr. Johann Uhrmann, have used their experience to craft this hands-on guide to
using Python for forensic analysis and investigations Who This Book Is For If you are a network security
professional or forensics analyst who wants to gain a deeper understanding of performing forensic analysis with
Python, then this book is for you. Some Python experience would be helpful. What You Will Learn Explore the
forensic analysis of different platforms such as Windows, Android, and vSphere Semi-automatically reconstruct
major parts of the system activity and time-line Leverage Python ctypes for protocol decoding Examine artifacts
from mobile, Skype, and browsers Discover how to utilize Python to improve the focus of your analysis
Investigate in volatile memory with the help of volatility on the Android and Linux platforms In Detail Digital
forensic analysis is the process of examining and extracting data digitally and examining it. Python has the
combination of power, expressiveness, and ease of use that makes it an essential complementary tool to the
traditional, off-the-shelf digital forensic tools. This book will teach you how to perform forensic analysis and
investigations by exploring the capabilities of various Python libraries. The book starts by explaining the building
blocks of the Python programming language, especially ctypes in-depth, along with how to automate typical tasks
in file system analysis, common correlation tasks to discover anomalies, as well as templates for investigations.
Next, we'll show you cryptographic algorithms that can be used during forensic investigations to check for known
files or to compare suspicious files with online services such as VirusTotal or Mobile-Sandbox. Moving on, you'll
learn how to sniff on the network, generate and analyze network flows, and perform log correlation with the help
of Python scripts and tools. You'll get to know about the concepts of virtualization and how virtualization
influences IT forensics, and you'll discover how to perform forensic analysis of a jailbroken/rooted mobile device
that is based on iOS or Android. Finally, the book teaches you how to analyze volatile memory and search for
known malware samples based on YARA rules. Style and approach This easy-to-follow guide will demonstrate
forensic analysis techniques by showing you how to solve real-word-scenarios step by step.
Learning Python Packt Publishing Ltd
Leverage the power of Python design patterns to solve real-world problems in software architecture and
design About This Book Understand the structural, creational, and behavioral Python design patterns
Get to know the context and application of design patterns to solve real-world problems in software
architecture, design, and application development Get practical exposure through sample
implementations in Python v3.5 for the design patterns featured Who This Book Is For This book is for
Software architects and Python application developers who are passionate about software design. It will
be very useful to engineers with beginner level proficiency in Python and who love to work with Python
3.5 What You Will Learn Enhance your skills to create better software architecture Understand proven
solutions to commonly occurring design issues Explore the design principles that form the basis of
software design, such as loose coupling, the Hollywood principle and the Open Close principle among
others Delve into the object-oriented programming concepts and find out how they are used in software
applications Develop an understanding of Creational Design Patterns and the different object creation

methods that help you solve issues in software development Use Structural Design Patterns and find out
how objects and classes interact to build larger applications Focus on the interaction between objects with
the command and observer patterns Improve the productivity and code base of your application using
Python design patterns In Detail With the increasing focus on optimized software architecture and design
it is important that software architects think about optimizations in object creation, code structure, and
interaction between objects at the architecture or design level. This makes sure that the cost of software
maintenance is low and code can be easily reused or is adaptable to change. The key to this is reusability
and low maintenance in design patterns. Building on the success of the previous edition, Learning Python
Design Patterns, Second Edition will help you implement real-world scenarios with Python's latest
release, Python v3.5. We start by introducing design patterns from the Python perspective. As you
progress through the book, you will learn about Singleton patterns, Factory patterns, and Facade patterns
in detail. After this, we'll look at how to control object access with proxy patterns. It also covers observer
patterns, command patterns, and compound patterns. By the end of the book, you will have enhanced
your professional abilities in software architecture, design, and development. Style and approach This is
an easy-to-follow guide to design patterns with hands-on examples of real-world scenarios and their
implementation in Python v3.5. Each topic is explained and placed in context, and for the more
inquisitive, there are more details on the concepts used.
Mastering Object-oriented Python Packt Publishing Ltd
Python for Web Python definitely tops the charts when it comes to ease of use and beginner-
friendly learning curve in the world of programming languages. At the same time, Python is
essential when it comes to writing system scripts, processing big data, performing mathematical
computations, creating web applications, and rapid prototyping. With this Mastering edition, we
have focused especially on the usage of Python for Web. This book explores Python
programming fundamentals with interactive projects and introduces core coding concepts and
the basics of Python-based web development. The reader should be ready to dive deep into the
world of Python for web development in no time. Since Python positions itself in web
development as a back-end language, it is usually mixed with another front-end language to build
a whole website. At the same time, reasons for using Python in web development are many: it is a
flexible, versatile, and highly efficient programming language with dynamic typing capacity. This
book helps readers to examine Python’s key back-end/front-end programming techniques and
guides them through implementing them when creating professional projects. Furthermore, it
also focuses on teaching readers how to solve common problems and developing web services
with Python frameworks such as Django and Flask. Mastering Python for Web has a goal more
ambitious than simply teaching you the ropes – it aims to help you embrace and master
problem solving, which could be viewed as the single most crucial skill for a coder. It offers you a
focal point on starting as a beginner and growing into an expert by putting your newly acquired
knowledge into practice. Programming is a hands-on skill, and this particular book helps you put
your skills to test with easy-to-grasp tasks and examples. Learn more about our other Mastering
titles at: https://www.routledge.com/Mastering-Computer-Science/book-series/MCS
A Problem-Solver's Guide to Building Real-World Intelligent Systems Addison-Wesley Professional
If you are an undergraduate or graduate student, a beginner to algorithmic development and research,
or a software developer in the financial industry who is interested in using Python for quantitative
methods in finance, this is the book for you. It would be helpful to have a bit of familiarity with basic
Python usage, but no prior experience is required.
Mastering Python Networking BPB Publications
EDUCATIONAL: IT & COMPUTING, ICT. Python is a great introduction to real-world coding languages. In
this book, learn how to write programs that ask questions, draw shapes, throw dice and even build you a clock. As
you go, get to grips with key coding concepts like loops, variables and functions. The Generation Code series is a
hands-on guide to computer coding, designed to train you in the coding languages used by real-world computer
programmers. You'll discover how to code exciting programs, web pages, apps and games, and learn how the
tools and functions you're using can be applied to other situations. Age 9+
Elegant SciPy Packt Publishing Ltd
Python is an object-oriented, scripting language that is used in wide range of categories. In software
engineering, a design pattern is a recommended solution to a software design problem. Although not
new, design patterns remain one of the hottest topics in software engineering and they come as a ready
reference for software developers to ...
Your one-stop solution to using Python for network automation, programmability, and DevOps, 3rd Edition
Apress
Learn the most popular software programming language in easy steps KEY FEATURES ● Extensive coverage
on fundamentals and core concepts of Python programming. ● A complete reference guide to crack Python
Interviews and exams. ● Includes ample MCQs and solved examples to prepare you for theory and practical
exams. ● Easy-to-understand text with explanatory illustrations. DESCRIPTION Basic Core Python
Programming is an absolute beginners book. It focuses on the fundamentals of Python programming and
simplifies coding concepts. This book makes it easy to learn the concepts of Python variables, Expressions,
Decision structures, and Iteration. Equipped with a lot of exercises and Q&As, you don’t just practice the
programming but also gain an in-depth understanding of the basic concepts of Python. You will start your
journey right from how to go about Python installation and start using its interactive development environment
and go on to learn how to build logic and implement it with coding. You will explore different types of data,
operators, and in-built functions. This book covers numerous coding examples that will help you understand the
importance of each data type, how to work with each one of them, and when to use them. You can learn some
more practical useful concepts like how to implement control structures and use them for decision making and
controlling the program flow. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ● Stronghold on Python variables, expressions,
decision structures, and iterations. ● Practical knowledge on how to work with various data types, operators, and
in-built functions. ● Learn to implement strings, lists, arrays, and control structures. ● Learn how to control the
program flow and how to use it for decision-making. ● A great reference book on Python basics for software
programmers. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is highly appealing to all tech-savvy students,
programming enthusiasts, IT undergraduates, and computer science students. You do not need any prior
knowledge of programming to begin with this book as long as you have the interest to learn to program. TABLE
OF CONTENTS 1. Introduction 2. Python Basics 3. Numbers, Operators, and In-built Functions 4. Strings 5.
Lists and Arrays 6. Tuples and Dictionaries 7. Sets and Frozen Sets 8. Program Flow Control in Python
4 Books in 1: Python Programming, Data Analysis, Machine Learning. A Complete Overview to Master The Art
of Data Science From Scratch Using Python for Business Packt Publishing Ltd
If you want to learn more about Data Science or how to master it with the Python Programming Language, then
keep reading. Data Science is one of the biggest buzzwords in the business world nowadays. Many businesses
know the importance of collecting information, but as they can collect so much data in a short period, the real
question is: "what is the next step?" Data Science includes all the different steps that you take with the data:
collecting and cleaning them if they come from more than one source, analyzing them, applying Machine
Learning algorithms and models, and then presenting your findings from the analysis with some good Data
Visualizations. And this is what you will learn in Python Data Science. You will learn about the main steps that
are needed to correctly implement Data Science techniques and the algorithms to help you sort through the data
and see some amazing results. Some of the topics that we will discuss inside include: What data science is all
about and why so many companies are using it to give them a competitive edge. Why Python and how to use it to
implement Data Science What is the intersection between Machine Learning and Data Science and how to
combine them The main Data Structures & Object-Oriented Python, with practical codes and exercises to use
Python Functions and Modules in Python The 7 most important algorithms and models in Data Science Data
Aggregation and Group Operations 9 important Data Mining techniques in Data Science Interaction with
databases and data in the cloud And Much More! Where most books only focus on how collecting and cleaning
the data, this book goes further, providing guidance on how to perform a proper analysis in order to extract
precious information that may be vital for a business. Don't miss the opportunity to learn more about these
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topics. Even if you have never implemented Data Science techniques, learning them is easier than it looks. You
just need the right guidance. And Python Data Science provides all the knowledge you need in a simple and
practical way. Regardless of your previous experience, you will learn, the techniques to manipulate and process
datasets, the principles of Python programming, and its most important real-world applications. Would You Like
To Know More? Scroll up and click on the BUY NOW button to get your copy now!
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